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Western Specialty Contractors Cuts Elevator Opening Through  
Five Floors at Minnesota Senior Community  

 

(St. Louis, MO, June 21, 2016) - Elevators are a welcome convenience for buildings with multiple floors, 

but when a new elevator is planned for an existing, occupied structure, the construction process can be 

challenging.  

 

Western Specialty Contractors - Minneapolis, MN Branch overcame a variety of challenges including 

unforeseen utilities, heavy tenant traffic and a tight schedule when it was recently tasked with cutting 

an elevator opening through five, post-tension cable decks at the Village Shores Senior Community in 

Richfield, MN.   

 

The scope of work included removal of 540 square feet of 7.5-inch-thick concrete from the ground floor 

parking garage upward through to the building's fifth floor, detension of 58 PT tendons, installation of 

new anchors and cages outside the elevator opening, and retension of 116 tendons.   

 

The Village Shores Senior Community is a 10-story building which sits atop a ground level parking 

garage. Commercial tenants occupy the first floor and senior community tenants occupy floors 2-10. The 

building was 99% occupied at the time of the project.  

 

The first challenge Western crews faced on the project was maintaining the owner's tight schedule of 

completing one floor per week. Western was able to accommodate the owner's goal by maintaining a 

strict schedule that called for completing a particular task on the day that it was assigned.  
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The owner also gave Western crews just two days a week, Monday and Tuesday, to make noise on the 

project for removing concrete and installing rebar and new anchors. Noise was not permitted during the 

rest of the week.  

 

The first opening Western cut in the parking garage ceiling posed an unforeseen challenge of its own. 

The deck had a construction joint and four perpendicular PT tendons running right through it that 

required Western to detension four additional tendons and move them out of the work area.  

 

Unforeseen electrical mains were discovered at the openings of floors four and five, which were not on 

the plans. To resolve the obstacle, Western worked with the owner and the project electrician to have 

the mains re-routed so that Western's work could continue.  

 

As Western crews ascended the floors of the structure, they were faced with even more challenges. 

They were not allowed to use the only functioning elevator on the site, which was reserved for tenant 

use, to stage materials or remove concrete rubble. Western overcame this challenge by lowering rubble 

down the outside of the structure onto the second floor where it could be dropped through a trash 

chute to a dumpster.  

 

Western crews were able to complete the two-month project in June, 2016 on time and within budget. 

The architect on the project was Built Form, LLC; Stevens Construction Corp. was the general contractor; 

and Fink Horesch, LLC was the engineer.  

 

About Western Specialty Contractors 

Family-owned and operated for 100 years, Western Specialty Contractors is the nation’s largest specialty 

contractor in masonry and concrete restoration, waterproofing and specialty roofing. Western offers a 

nationwide network of expertise that building owners, engineers, architects and property managers can 

count on to develop cost-effective, corrective measures that can add years of useful life to a variety of 

structures including: industrial, commercial, healthcare, historic, educational and government buildings, 

parking structures and sports stadiums. Western is headquartered in St. Louis, MO with over 30 branch 

offices nationwide and employs more than 1,200 salaried and hourly professionals who offer the best, 

time-tested techniques and innovative technology. For more information about Western Specialty 

Contractors, visit www.westernspecialtycontractors.com.                      
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